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Drama

Alternative Worlds in Hollywood Cinema: Resonance Between Realms
James Walters

Alternative worlds in films such as The Wizard of Oz, It's a Wonderful Life, Donnie Darko and Eternal Sunshine of the
Spotless Mind offer similarities and resonances to our world, but provide a way for filmmakers to address the human condition
by forming a sincere and serious connection with everyday life. 

 An illuminating new ebook explores...

... for more details click here

DRM-PDF | by download

20.00 USD

Beowulf: The Script Book
Neil Gaiman

Who will come to the aid of beleaguered King Hrothgar, whose warriors have become the prey of the vengeful outcast
monster Grendel?

In the able hands of #1 New York Times bestselling author Neil Gaiman (Anansi Boys, American Gods) and Academy
Award-winning screenwriter Roger Avary (Pulp Fiction, Silent Hill), a timeless classic adventure takes...

... for more details click here

DRM-PDF | by download

16.99 USD

David Cronenberg: Author or Film-maker?
Mark Browning

For more than 30 years, David Cronenberg has produced films, mostly outside the Studio system, which continue to disturb,
surprise and challenge audiences. He has also been repeatedly drawn to literary fiction for inspiration, adapting works by
figures like William Burroughs, J.G. Ballard and Patrick McGrath. 

 This ebook is only the second single-authored...

... for more details click here

DRM-PDF | by download

25.00 USD

Film, Drama and the Break Up of Britain
S. Blandford

This ebook engages with ideas that are highly topical and relevant: nationalism, nationhood and national identity as well as
the relationship of these to post-colonialism. However, it does so within the broad field of drama. 

 Examining the debates around the relationship between culture and national identity, the ebook documents the
contributions...

... for more details click here

DRM-PDF | by download

40.00 USD
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French New Wave - The Pocket Essential
Chris Wiegand

This Guide reviews and analyses all of the major films in the movement and offers profiles of its principal stars, such as
Jean-Paul Belmondo, Anna Karina and Brigitte Bardot. There is also an introductory essay, Making Waves, which examines
the social context of the movement in France as well as the directors' considerable influence on later generations...

... for more details click here

DRM-PDF | by download

7.99 USD

Media & Values: Intimate Transgressions in a Changing Moral and Cultural
Landscape
David E. Morrison

Media & Values provides a major empirical investigation into the moral performance of the media. Based on 22 focus groups,
three nationally representative questionnaire surveys and interviews with senior media personnel and regulators, this ebook
charts the changing position of the media as a moral voice representing ways in which we live. A central...

... for more details click here

DRM-PDF | by download

6.00 USD

Queer Cinema in Europe
Robin Griffiths

This landmark collection draws together a number of accessible and insightful essays that explore, for the first time, an
exciting new area of academic analysis and debate. Through case studies of key films and filmmakers, the contributors to this
volume resituate discussions of queer representation and desire within a uniquely diverse and divergent...

... for more details click here

DRM-PDF | by download

20.00 USD

Sacred Theatre
Ralph Yarrow

The notion of sacred has long informed the work of British dramatists such as Harold Pinter and Tom Stoppard, and Ralph
Yarrow's Sacred Theatre is the first ebook to examine the role of the sacred in the practice, process and performance of
drama.  

 The volume considers the definition of the terms 'sacred' and theatre and suggests that the joining...

... for more details click here

DRM-PDF | by download

40.00 USD
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American

A Million Shakespeares: Collected Plays 1988-1998
Gregg Glory

First statement to the audience: 

 I stand naked in front of you. I can't lie to you for one second. This is my story you will see. I see it as one of redemption,
Justice. But how you will see it, my thousand eyes transfixing this darkness, I do not know, and I cannot say. I only know that
you have entered it, my story. You will feel it in my blood...

... for more details click here

PDF | by download

6.00 USD

Contemporary American Playwrights
Christopher Bigsby

Christopher Bigsby explores the works and influences of ten contemporary American playwrights: John Guare (House of Blue
Leaves), Tina Howe (Museum and Approaching Zanzibar), Pulitzer Prize and Tony award winner Tony Kushner (Angels in
America), Emily Mann (Anulla: An Autobiography and Having Our Say), Richard Nelson (An American Comedy), Marsha...

... for more details click here

DRM-PDF | by download

36.00 USD

Korea 25 June 1950
Rod Ernouf

"I was there the day it started. Flying a MATS C-54, we landed at Seoul. The Commies strafed the base and our aircraft was
the first US airplane lost in the Korean War, Aircraft # 5521. While the events depicted here are true to the best of my
recollection it is what I call Bio-Fiction. What started out to be my story of the first ten days of the...

... for more details click here

PDF | by download

6.00 USD

Mastering Shakespeare: An Acting Class in Seven Scenes
Scott Kaiser

Shattering the myth that only the British can act Shakespeare, a veteran acting coach presents a boldly American approach to
the Bard. Written in the form of a play and set in an acting studio, this volume's "characters" include a master teacher and
sixteen acting students grappling with the challenges of acting Shakespeare.  

 Readers will be intrigued...

... for more details click here

DRM-PDF | by download

19.95 USD
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The Three Musketeers: Adapted from the Alexandre Dumas Novel
Terry Kroenung

Dashing swordplay! Heart-stopping romance! Intricate political intrigue! And all written by a 10 year-old girl?

This new play, based on Alexandre Dumas' classic 1844 novel, tells the "real" story of how the tale came to be written,
complete with crazy deleted scenes that wound up on the "cutting room floor", so to speak.

Although all of the famous moments...

... for more details click here

PDF | by download

6.00 USD

The Tragedy of Doctor Gnosis
Steve Cirrone

The Tragedy of Doctor Gnosis reveals that even the most learned of men can fall prey to the desires for love and superficial
beauty. Author Steve Cirrone reveals his passion for Renaissance drama in his first full-length play. A modern interpretation of
Christopher Marlowe's Doctor Faustas, Cirrone's work carefully adheres to the dramatic principles...

... for more details click here

PDF | by download

6.00 USD

The Wasp: and other one-act plays
Robert Manns

In an age of miniaturization, the one-act play should find itself at home.

People do attend concertized etudes, most often for the piano, and that is precisely what a one-act play is - an etude.
Sometimes it's a character study, others a piece of action, still others a complete little story, and several strung together
selectively can make a program....

... for more details click here

PDF | by download

6.00 USD

Theatre, Society and the Nation: Staging American Identities
S. E. Wilmer

Theatre has often served as a touchstone for moments of political change or national definition and as a way of exploring
cultural and ethnic identity. 

 In this ebook Steve Wilmer selects key historical moments in American history and examines how the theatre, in formal and
informal settings, responded to these events. The ebook moves from the Colonial...

... for more details click here

DRM-PDF | by download

39.00 USD
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English, Irish, Scottish, Welsh

Contemporary Black and Asian Women Playwrights in Britain
Gabriele Griffin

This is the first monograph to document and analyse the plays written by Black and Asian women in Britain. The volume
explores how Black and Asian women playwrights theatricalize their experiences of migration, displacement, identity, racism
and sexism in Britain. Plays by writers such as Tanika Gupta, Winsome Pinnock, Maya Chowdhry, and Amrit Wilson,...

... for more details click here

DRM-PDF | by download

73.00 USD

Rescripting Shakespeare: The Text, the Director, and Modern Productions
Alan C. Dessen

Building on almost 300 productions from the last 25 years, Alan Dessen focuses on the playtexts used when directors stage
Shakespeare's plays: the words spoken, the scenes omitted or transposed, and the many other adjustments that must be
made. Directors rescript to streamline the playscript and save running time, to eliminate obscurity, conserve on...

... for more details click here

DRM-PDF | by download

26.00 USD

Shakespeare and the Force of Modern Performance
W. B. Worthen

Shakespeare and the Force of Modern Performance asks a central theoretical question in the study of drama: what is the
relationship between the dramatic text and the meanings of performance? Developing the notion of 'performativity' explored
by J. L. Austin, Judith Butler, and others, Worthen argues that the text cannot govern the force of its performance....

... for more details click here

DRM-PDF | by download

24.00 USD

The Politics of Irish Drama: Plays in Context from Boucicault to Friel
Nicholas Grene

In this ebook Nicholas Grene explores political contexts for some of the outstanding Irish plays from the nineteenth century to
the contemporary period. The politics of Irish drama have previously been considered primarily the politics of national
self-expression. Here it is argued that Irish plays, in their self-conscious representation of the otherness...

... for more details click here

DRM-PDF | by download

31.00 USD
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Religious & Liturgical

Church Dramas: Volume 4: Comedies & Dramas for the Sunday Service
Rebecca A. Knill

Church Dramas: Volume 4 packs 30 comedies and dramas into a sharp, tightly-written compilation of scripts suitable for the
Sunday service. 

 Volume 4 depicts a world stumbling in the aftermath of September 11th, where a dedicated father questions his faith during a
routine luggage search by an overzealous airline employee ("Search and Rescue"),...

... for more details click here

PDF | by download

6.00 USD
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Scenes and Monologues

Zen and the Art of the Monologue
Jay Sankey

Jay Sankey -- stand-up comic, magician, and cartoonist -- is back with another ebook for performers. Building on the success
of his Zen and the Art of Stand-up Comedy, Jay is moving further into the uncharted wilds of solo performance. Spalding Gray
and Eric Bogosian have made the monologue a significant part of contemporary theater, and more and...

... for more details click here

DRM-PDF | by download

18.95 USD
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Shakespeare

New Sites For Shakespeare
John Russell Brown

In the course of exploring the theatrical cultures of South and East Asia, eminent Shakespearean John Russell Brown
developed some remarkable theories about the nature of performance, the state of Western "Theatre" today, and the future
potential of Shakespeare's plays. New Sites for Shakespeare shares these extraordinary journeys of discoveries. 

 New...

... for more details click here

DRM-PDF | by download

25.95 USD

Star Trek: The Klingon Hamlet
Lawrence Schoen & Language Ins Klingon Language Institute & William Shakespeare

Star Trek fans clamored for The Klingon Dictionary, the bestselling guide to the language of the phenomenally popular alien
race. Now, the Klingon Language Institute unearths the most famous play ever written, Shakespeare's Hamlet, in the original
Klingon language! This fun, fascinating, and totally unique companion to the Star Trek books reveals the...

... for more details click here

DRM-PDF | by download

11.99 USD
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